In the Westmont College Senate  
February 27, 2017  
Peter Zippi Off Campus Senator

Section 1. Title  
*Off Campus Gift Bag Party Pack for Fun (OCGBPfP)*

Section 2. Statement of Purpose  
This bill will provide a gift basket for all residents of OV and those other off campus students who desire one.

This gift basket will provide  
1 Hand Towel  
2 Magic Erasers  
1 Bottle of Dish Soap  
1 Sponge  
2 $5.00 Blenders gift cards  
2 Packets of tissues  
2 Emergen C packets  
and a whole lot of love.

Section 3. Statement of Policy  
1. Approximately $350.00 will be appropriated for this bill, thanks to Senator Zippi’s supreme investigative skills using complicated mathematics and the website they call Amazon.

Section 4. Enactment  
1. If passed, Riley Shryoc will transfer $350.00 to Peter Zippi for the purchase of gift baskets for party pack of fun.